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1. Enter your poster/presentation title in the first line .
2. List all authors on the second line and underline the presenting author.
3. If authors are from the same institution, omit the superscripts after the names.
4. You can use symbols instead of numbers if authors are affiliated with more than one institution.
5. Author Affiliations should be italics
6. Everything up to the Abstract should be center aligned.
7. Please do not change the font size or type (CMU Serif). The size and type are created to be 

similar to the ones produced by LaTeX. If you know what LaTeX is, please consider using the 
LaTeX template.

8. Your abstract should only be one page long and should not contain any other header or footer. 
9. Please do not add page number since this will mess up the page numbering in the Book of 

Abstracts. 
10. If your computer does not have CMU serif fonts, upload your .doc or .docx file and I’ll convert it 

to pdf else consider converting to pdf and upload the pdf file
11.Upload your abstract at http://www.hpc.lsu.edu/users/symposium/index.php (preferred) or email 

it to lsuhpchelp@gmail.com with the email subject “Poster Abstract for HPC User Symposium”.
12. The pdf file should be renamed as LastName_FirstName-Abstract.pdf for example Doe_John-

Abstract.pdf.
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abstract file.
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